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Abstract
Traumatic brain injury (TBI) is a severe health problem for society. Meanwhile, predicting and
preventing TBI remains challenging in the field. Peak rotational velocity was demonstrated to
be correlated to brain strain responses, and hence could potentially serve as a good predictor
for brain injury. Brain strain was influenced by impact direction, deceleration and impact
loading curve shapes. Wearing helmets is an effective way to protect the brain from TBI, but
there lacks a study on evaluating helmet performance based on both energy absorption and
brain strain response, which this study addressed. Interestingly, helmet shell absorbed around
half of the energy, followed by interior foams close to impact locations. Facemask also affected
brain strain response as it changed both the rigidity and inertia of the helmet.
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Summary for Lay Audience
Traumatic brain injury (TBI) is mostly induced by head motion which is caused by external
impact. When the head moves linearly, the skull tends to compress one side of the brain, which
induces coup pressure, and compresses the other side of the brain, which induces contre-coup
pressure. The high pressure can cause brain damage such as contusion. When the head moves
in a rotational manner, the skull shears and stretches the brain tissues because the brain tends
to move slower than the skull does. Hence, the neuronal cells in the stretched region will be
damaged, which will induce TBI. Generally, there are two ways of biomechanical investigation
in protecting the brain: predicting brain injury and preventing brain injury. Different kinds of
correlations between kinematic accelerations and TBI were reported to predict TBI. However,
the correlations between kinematics and injury lack a fundamental understanding of brain
mechanical responses. In this study, the correlation between head rotation and brain strain
response was systemically investigated. It was demonstrated that peak rational velocity
correlated to brain strain response. Brain strain induced by impact was direction dependent.
Axial rotation induced the highest strain, while lateral bending produced the lowest. However,
for the deep brain, lateral bending produced the largest brain to the corpus callosum and
thalamus. Wearing a helmet is an effective way to protect brain, largely reducing brain strain.
The helmet outer shell absorbed around half of the energy, followed by foams close to impact
locations. The facemask affected brain strain distribution differently as impact locations
changed. The helmet rigidity influenced by facemask was correlated closely to brain strain
change induced by facemask.
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Chapter 1

1

Introduction

1.1 Traumatic brain injury (TBI)
Traumatic brain injury (TBI) is a severe health problem for society and is a challenge in
terms of diagnostics and therapeutics [2]. There are 1.6 to 3.8 million patients who suffer
from sports-related TBI including concussion in US alone [3]. The severity of the TBI can
be classified as moderate-severe TBI, mild TBI and symptomatic TBI [4]. Mild TBI, or
concussion, can induce chronic symptoms such as memory loss, cognitive deficits, and
balance disturbances [5-7]. Even mild TBI in early life can dramatically increase the risk
of brain injury later [8]. Moreover, victims with previous concussion are prone to get
another concussion and repeated concussions can lead to long-term brain degeneration [9,
10]. Hence, it is critical to comprehensively understand the biomechanics of TBI and
provide better protection methodologies.

1.2 The brain & head anatomy
1.2.1

Brain anatomy

The brain is a complicated organ with various material properties and anatomical
components. The brain can be injured by small deformation, which is different from other
body organs like the heart and muscles where deformation may not induce injury [11].
Moreover, the brain could get damaged as brain tissue being stretched under head rotation.
The brain consists of the grey and white matter. The grey matter, which is named because
of its light grey color [12], includes neuron cells, glial cells, capillaries, neuropil and neuron
dendrites. The myelinated axons are included in the white matters which is named because
of the color of the myelin. Various components are included in the brain (Figure 1.1). The
brainstem, including midbrain, pons, and medulla, is critical to regulate many human
behaviors like the auditory, eye movement control, and sleep [13-15]. The cortex is
essential to the memory and interference control [16]. Paul et al. reported that the agenesis
of the corpus callosum induced the defects of the emotional and social functions [17]. The
thalamus is important to the cognitive processing [18]. The basal ganglia plays an
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important role in learning and memorizing [19]. The cerebellum is related to movement
coordination [20].

Figure 1.1 Different brain components.

1.2.2

The skull anatomy

The skull consists of 8 cranium bones and 14 face bones (Figure 1.2). The skull has three
layers. The inner and outer layers are made of dense cortical bones, and the medium layer
are made of trabecular bones.
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Figure 1.2 Skull [21] (Adapted from Wikimedia Commons).

1.3

Biomechanical methods to study concussion

To obtain an effective prediction for concussion and hence better protect the brain,
understanding the mechanism that induced concussion is critical [22]. Nowadays,
concussion is widely investigated using clinical, pathological and biomechanical methods
[23]. For biomechanical methods, both experimental methods and finite element (FE)
models are extensively used to explore the tissue-level responses of the brain due to
impacts [24-26]. These two methods are briefly introduced as follows.

1.3.1
1.3.1.1

Experimental method
Laboratory test

In experimental methods, both the video analysis and impact reconstruction were used to
get the impact kinematics to the head. The speed at which the players move before and
after the impacts can be recorded by cinematographic technology. Two-dimensional
velocity can be obtained by the combination of two cameras [27].
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The reconstruction test usually includes Hybrid III anthropometric test devices which
contain head/neck assembly (dummy) to simulate impacts based on the kinematics being
computed by the video analysis [27, 28]. Both linear and rotational accelerations exist
during the reconstruction, and the rotational acceleration can be computed based on linear
acceleration [27].

1.3.1.2

Concussion criteria based on head kinematics

The linear and rotational kinematics have been demonstrated to induce concussion. There
are many laboratories studies establishing the concussion threshold based on the linear and
rotational kinematics. Pellman et al. demonstrated that concussive players experienced
peak linear acceleration of 98 ± 28 g [27]. The peak linear acceleration ranged from 61 to
144 g was reported by Zhang et al. [29]. Margulies and Thibault suggested the threshold
of 1,600 rad/s2 based on the primate model [30]. Moreover, in terms of linear and rotational
kinematics, many brain injury metrics were used to quantify brain injury. The currently
used brain injury metrics which were based on head acceleration includes Head Injury
Criterion (HIC), Rotational Injury Criterion (RIC), Generalized Acceleration Model for
Brain Injury Threshold (GAMBIT), and Brain injury Criteria (BrIC) [31-35]. Although
impact kinematics can induce brain injury, it should be noted that kinematics cannot
directly explain why the brain is injured.

1.3.2
1.3.2.1

Finite element analysis and brain response
Finite element analysis

The FE analysis is a numerical analysis that can be used to predict mechanics-related head
damage [11]. The brain-damage-related responses like brain strain and pressure can be
reflected by FE model under simulated impact. The FE model, which is generated based
on head geometry which is developed from magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scans[36],
consists of elements with specific dimensions to represent specific head components.
Wayne State University brain injury model (WSUBIM) was developed as early as in
1990’s. The latest WSUBIM model contains 281,800 nodes and 314,500 elements [37]. In
1997, Kang et al. developed the Université Louis Pasteur (ULP) human head model [38].
Totally, the model contained 13,208 elements, involving the skull, falx, tentorium,
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subarachnoid space, scalp, cerebrum, cerebellum and brainstem. The skull’ s inner and
outer surfaces were digitalized based on male adult skull. The Lagrangian formulation was
used in cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), and the elastic material which was validated by the test
was used in brain-skull interface [39]. In 2002, Kleiven and Hardy reported the model
called Kungliga Tekniska Högskolan (KTH) [40]. The model contained 18,400 elements,
and some key features such as the scalp, skull, brain, meninges and CSF were included.
Different types of material models such as homogeneous, isotropic and non-linear material
models were used in KTH model [39]. In 2003, Takhounts and Eppinger created simulated
injury monitor (SIMon) model, which represented 50th percentile male [41]. The skull was
defined as the rigid body, while the other parts were regarded as deformable parts [39]. In
2013, the Global Human Body Models Consortium (GHBMC) FEM was developed by
Mao et al [36]. The GHBMC head model is a detailed head model containing key features
of brain including the cerebrum, cerebellum, brainstem, corpus callosum, ventricles, and
thalamus. The model was validated against intracranial pressure data, brain displacements,
nasal impact and frontal horizontal impact [36].

1.3.2.2

Injury tolerance at tissue level

Brain strain is mostly used tissue-level response in predicting TBI or concussion. There
were studies reporting the range of 0.19-0.21 strain for mild TBI [25, 29] based on the
whole brain response. The strain thresholds are different for various brain components. For
the corpus callosum, the strain tolerance was reported as 0.28 and 0.31 [42, 43], and the
tolerance for 50% likelihood ranged from 0.15 to 0.21 [25, 29, 42]. For the thalamus, the
strain tolerance was reported as 0.26 to 0.38 [42, 44]. There are many factors that can
influence brain strain. Zhao et al. and Yoganandan et al. reported that the shape of impact
curves can affect brain strain [45, 46]. Post et al. demonstrated that the magnitudes and
durations of impact curves can influence brain strain [47]. Zhang et al. and Elkin et al.
reported that the impact locations can also influence brain strain [48, 49]. However, there
lacks a systemic study investigating the correlation between head kinematics and brain
strain, especially how head rotation at various directions could affect the whole brain and
deep brain structures.
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1.4 Helmet
1.4.1

The effectiveness of the helmet

Wearing helmet (Figure 1.3) is regarded as an effective way to protect the head. When
helmets were mandatory in American football events, brain-injury-related deaths were
reduced from around 150 in 1965-1974 to 25 in 1985-1994 [50]. Moreover, Rowson et al.
reported that using helmet could reduce the occurrence of concussion [51]. Trotta et. al
reported that helmet could decrease 65% risk of brain injury from cycling [52]. Viano et
al. reported that updated helmet design could reduce brain injury risk [53]. Karus et al.
demonstrated that a well-designed hockey helmet can decrease 8.3 head injuries per 100
games to 3.8 head injuries per 100 games [54]. There were different kinds of helmets being
optimized to protect brain [53]. As expected, the performance of helmet in brain injury risk
reduction varied by different helmets [28].

Figure 1.3 Riddell helmet with facemask [55] (Adapted from Wikimedia Commons).

1.4.2

Helmet performance evaluation

There are different kinds of standards to evaluate the effectiveness of helmet. The standards
include linear acceleration of dummy head with the pass/fail acceleration of approximately
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250 g [56],Gadd Severity Index (GSI) and Head Injury Criterion (HIC), which were all
established based on dummy head kinematic response [57-59]. However, there are several
limitations for the head kinematic-based helmet performance evaluation. First, The dummy
head and neck are stiffer than those of real humans [60], which could induce higher
kinematics responses than actual responses. Second, the head motion data was difficult to
collect as Joodaki et al. reported that the kinematic responses of dummy head were highly
dependent on the relative motion between the helmet and the head [61]. Compared to head
kinematics, brain strain is regarded as a good brain injury predictor because brain strain
can cause brain injury directly, as neurons could get damaged as brain tissues were
stretched [62]. To evaluate helmet performance in terms of reducing injury, it is necessary
to understand ways that how a helmet can reduce the strain.

1.4.3

Facemask

The facemask (Figure 1.7) is a necessary part of a football helmet because it can prevent
players from face injury during sports. However, as helmets were tested without facemasks
based on the current standard, the effect of a facemask on brain injury is unclear. Breedlove
et al. reported that the inclusion of facemask itself increased the head acceleration by up to
36% from the dummy, which may increase brain injury risk [63]. A similar result was also
demonstrated by Rush et al [64]. Although Rowson et al. found the facemask reduced head
kinematics, whether the facemask influenced brain injury is still unknown [65]. As brain
strain is highly correlated to brain injury, it is necessary to demonstrate the influence of the
facemask to brain strain response.

1.5 Brain biomechanics to neuronal degeneration
Experimental studies especially those from animal studies and human subjects
demonstrated that significant axonal tract damage [66-68], cell body damage [69], and
astrocyte damage [70] occurred for healthy subjects undergoing blunt impacts. The
remaining question is what kinds of brain mechanical responses are responsible for such
damage. After decades of research, brain strain has been proven to induce axonal changes
[62], neuronal loss [71], as well function-related neural electricity dysfunction [72]. These
studies usually involved an in vitro device that could directly stretch brain tissues. The
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contribution of strain to brain damage may also explain the region-specific, heterogeneity
of brain damage observed during experiments. Compared to strain which is a deviatoric
mechanical response, pressure as a dilatational response is less studied in terms of its
contribution to concussion. There is no direct link between impact-induced brain pressure
and neuronal damage. However, it was supported that the classical coup (positive) and
contre-coup (negative) pressures were related to brain damage like contusion [11]. Also,
in vitro studies designed to mimic blast wave conditions demonstrated that fluid-transferred
high pressure caused neuronal cell, axon, and astrocyte damage [73, 74]. Hence, despite
the lack of direct links between blunt-impact relevant pressure and brain injury, pressure
response was also analyzed in this study.

1.6 Objective of this study
To better understand concussion biomechanics and hence provide more efficient
protection, it is necessary to understand how the brain responds during impacts and how
protective gears like helmets reduce such responses. Hence, the objectives of the research
were to: 1) systematically evaluate how kinematics correlated to brain strain under different
impact directions, acceleration magnitudes, durations, decelerations, as well as loading
curves with different shapes, mimicking complex real-world impacts 2) investigate the how
helmet can protect the brain with the quantification of brain strain and pressure, and 3)
evaluate how facemask influences brain strain and pressure.

1.7 Thesis structure
Chapter 2 describes the correlation between head kinematics and brain strain responses. A
well-defined FE head model was impacted under concussive acceleration loading. The
correlation between peak rotational velocity and brain strain distribution was investigated.
The direction-dependent effect on the whole brain and deep brain components were also
evaluated. Moreover, this chapter describes how deceleration, loading curves with different
shapes and linear acceleration affected brain strain.
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Chapter 3 describes the mechanism of helmet to protect brain. Compared to the bare head,
how the helmet affected brain strain response was evaluated. This chapter also includes
impact energy absorption effect of different helmet components.
Chapter 4 evaluates the influence of facemask to brain response. An impactor was used to
hit six locations of the helmeted head & neck FE models, with and without facemask. The
helmet dimension change (before and after impact) induced by facemask was used to
correlated to the brain response difference that facemask produced,
Chapter 5 concludes the main findings this study, lists the limitations and introduces the
future study. Chapter 5 also summarizes the significance and novelty of this study.
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Chapter 2

2

A comprehensive investigation of the correlation
between head rotation and brain strain

There lacks a comprehensive understanding of the correlation between head kinematics
and brain strain especially deep-brain strain, partially resulting in the difficulty of choosing
appropriate brain injury metrics. Hence, we simulated 76 impacts that were focused on
concussion-relevant rotational kinematics and evaluated the cumulative strain damage
measure (CSDM) that could represent brain strain distribution.

2.1 Introduction
There are 1.6 to 3.8 million sports-related Traumatic Brain Injuries (TBIs) including
concussions in US alone [3]. Concussion induces symptoms such as memory loss,
cognitive deficits, and balance disturbances [5, 6]. Nowadays, concussion is widely
investigated using clinical, pathological and biomechanical methods [6, 23]. For
biomechanical methods, both experimental methods and finite element (FE) models are
extensively used to explore the tissue-level responses of the brain due to impacts [25, 26,
75].
Concussion has been demonstrated to be related to linear and rotational head kinematics.
Pellman et al. reported that concussive players experienced peak linear acceleration of 98
± 28 g [27]. The peak linear acceleration ranged from 61 to 144 g [29]. Margulies and
Thibault suggested the threshold of 1,600 rad/s2 based on a primate model [30]. Rowson et
al. published the thresholds of concussion as 5,260, 5,281, 6,383, 6,945 and 7,483 rad/s2
for the concussion risk of 10%, 25%, 50%, 75% and 90%, respectively [76]. Most
concussive cases happen with the peak rotational acceleration around 5 krad/s2 (Figure
2.1a) [23, 27, 76-79]. For impact durations, Greenwald et al. reported that 95% of impacts
happened between 5.5 and 13.7 ms [80]. Rowson et al. also recorded the average duration
of 14 ms for helmeted head impacts [81]. Based on the above data, systematically
investigating brain responses induced by reported head kinematics related to concussion
will be critical.
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Figure 2.1: Rotational and linear accelerations that cause concussion. (a) literaturereported linear acceleration of concussion; (b) literature-reported rotational
acceleration of concussion [23, 27, 76-79, 82]. Fc: football concussion. Ih: ice hockey.
Ff: football fall. Ec: elbow collision. mTBI: mild traumatic brain injury. MMA:
mixed martial art.
The brain response is crucial for predicting TBI including concussion. Kleiven summarized
10 predictors that were widely used for predicting TBI. The predictors relevant to brain
responses include strain, strain rate, product of strain and strain rate, cumulative strain
damage measure (CSDM), strain energy density, maximum pressure, magnitude of
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minimum pressure and von Mises effective stress [25]. The use of maximum principal
strain (MPS) was suggested by Thibault et al. and Bain et al. [62, 83]. Von Mises stresses
and strain energy were used as the predictors by Shreiber et al. [84]. The product of strain
and strain rate was suggested by Viano and Lovsund [85], King et al. [86], and Zhang et
al. [29]. The CSDM was suggested as the predictor of brain responses by Takhounts et al.
and Kimpara et al. [31, 32, 41, 87].
Brain strain is of significance in predicting TBI or concussion. There are studies reporting
the range of 0.19-0.21 for mild TBI [25, 29] based on the whole-brain strain. However, it
is accepted that deformation produced by impact can cause different symptoms in various
brain areas [59], highlighting the importance to investigate regional responses. The corpus
callosum was reported to be related to the abnormal interhemispheric functional
connectivity and motor impairments [88]. Some concussion cases were reported to be
related to the thalamus and basal ganglia [89]. The thalamus can transmit the information
throughout the brain and join the communication with other brain regions, involving the
multifunctional global pathways [90]. In addition, the basal ganglia is critical for learning
and memorizing [19]. Knowing the brain region-dependent functions, researchers have
conducted studies on the responses of different brain components such as the corpus
callosum, thalamus and brainstem under impacts [25, 42, 47]. For the corpus callosum, the
strain tolerance was 0.28 and 0.31 [42, 43], and the tolerance for 50% likelihood ranged
from 0.15 to 0.21 [25, 29, 42] For the thalamus, the strain tolerance ranged from 0.26 to
0.38 [42, 44]. The whole-brain and deep-brain components may response differently under
the same impact, as their thresholds were different, which highlighted the importance of
investigating how impacts affect the whole and the deep-brain.
With the understanding that brain strain directly connects to brain damage, while head
kinematics are currently used when developing protection gear, one major challenge is to
systematically investigate the correlations between head kinematics and brain strain
under complex impact scenarios. Below we reviewed commonly used kinematic
magnitudes, impact directions, and linear/rotational impacts. We also reviewed rotational
acceleration curve shapes and rotational deceleration.
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Different impact locations induced various brain responses [48, 49] Zhang et al. simulated
frontal and lateral impacts to the brain and found that lateral impact produced higher shear
stress than frontal impact did [49]. Elkin et al. reported that the MPS and CSDM of the rear
eccentric impacts were higher than those from other impacts [48]. Hernandez et al. reported
that the corpus callosum had high correlation to lateral impacts [91]. However, impact
direction is not equal to head kinematics. For example, a lateral impact to the face can
induce a combination of head lateral bending and axial rotation. Hence, evaluating the
influence of individual rotational direction, such as flexion/extension, lateral bending, and
axial rotation, is beneficial to understand concussion.
The effects of linear and rotational kinematic on brain responses have been studied. King
et al. found that brain motion (± 1 mm) induced by linear acceleration was less than that
induced by rotational acceleration [86] (± 5 mm). Zhang et al. reported that linear
acceleration greatly affected intracranial pressure, and rotational acceleration greatly
influenced shear stress [29]. Kleiven also found that rotational kinematics had a higher
correlation to the strain than translational kinematics did [25]. Elkin reported that there was
a strong correlation between rotational kinematics and strain [92]. Moreover, Post et al.
found that the combination of linear and rotational acceleration could induce higher MPS
than the pure rotational acceleration did within the first 10 ms of impacts [47]. Hence,
investigating impacts with various combinations of linear and rotational kinematics is
helpful to provide more evidence on the effect of rotational impacts.
Deceleration exists during the whole impact of football game [93]. Both acceleration and
deceleration can cause concussion [93]. The process of deceleration was reported in the
cadaver tests [94]. The deceleration loading curves were also studied. However, although
brain responses to acceleration are widely studied [47, 78], brain responses to deceleration
are not known, and need to be investigated.
The head kinematic loading curves consist of different shapes [75, 81]. The different shapes
of the impact curves result in different brain responses. Zhao et al. reported that the shape
variation influenced the magnitude of brain strain [46]. Post et al. demonstrated that MPS
and Von Mises stress were influenced by the occasion of when the loading curves will
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reach to the peak value, and the curves with longer duration before reaching the peak
induced higher brain strain [75]. Yoganandan et al. also revealed that brain strain was
dependent on the load curve shapes [45]. Hence, it is necessary to investigate the effects of
curve shapes on the brain responses.
In this study, we comprehensively investigated the correlations between head kinematics
and brain responses. For brain responses, we focused on the CSDM [32, 57, 95] to correlate
to diffuse brain injuries because CSDM represents the proportion of brain volumes
exceeding specific strain level to the whole brain volume, while peak strain or peak strain
rate were not included. We conducted a total of 76 simulations to understand brain strain
under various impacts. Our data revealed how rotational velocity correlated to the CSDM,
under different impact directions, acceleration magnitudes, durations, decelerations, as
well as loading curves with different shapes. Our data also showed how correlation was
further changed when organizing impacts into different groups based on impact direction.
Additionally, our data included rotational deceleration, which hasn’t been addressed in
existing kinematics-based injury threshold.

2.2 Method
2.2.1

Finite element model

The Global Human Body Model Consortium (GHBMC) head model including brain
components such as the cerebellum, brainstem, corpus callosum, basal ganglia and
thalamus was used to evaluate brain responses (Figure 2.2a and 2.2b) [36, 96]. The model
contained 270,552 elements consisting of beam, shell and solid elements, 183,795 nodes
and 62 components [36]. The element size was around 3 mm in general. The shell elements
had the minimum aspect ratio of 7.45, maximum warpage value of 69.8 and minimum
Jacobian number of 0.43. The solid elements had the aspect ratio below 8, maximum
warpage value of 96.9 and minimum Jacobian number of 0.40. Linear visco-elasticity
material was used for both the gray matter and the white matter. The skull was defined as
an elastic-plastic material with inner table, outer tale, and trabecular layer [36]. More
information about model material properties can be found in Appendix A. The model was
validated against intracranial pressures and brain displacements [97-99]. Ls-PrePost
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version 4.3 was used for the simulation preparation and analysis [100]. Ls-Dyna R901was
used to calculate simulations [101]. The timestep of the simulation was 0.12 ms.

2.2.2

Description of linear and rotational curves

The linear and rotational acceleration time history curves were imposed to the center of
gravity of the GHBMC head model. The sinusoidal curves were used for the linear and
rotational impacts. To simulate the concussive case, we defined 32 pure rotational impact
simulations with two peak magnitudes (2.5 and 5 krad/ms2) based on Figure 2.1, and four
durations levels (5, 10, 15 and 20 ms) with additional 10 ms afterwards respectively (Figure
2.2c). All these two magnitudes and four levels were applied to four impact directions to
evaluate the effect of different impact directions on brain strain response, yielding 32 cases.
For four combined linear and rotational cases, the rotational acceleration curve with peak
magnitude of 5 krad/ms2 and duration of 10 ms was combined with the linear acceleration
curve with peak magnitude of 50 g and duration of 10 ms to explore brain strain to evaluate
the effect of linear acceleration on brain strain response . For 12 cases related to rotational
deceleration, the peak rotational acceleration of 5 krad/ms2 and positive duration of 10 ms
was used, combined with four levels of deceleration duration (10, 20, 30 and 40 ms) (Figure
2.2d), providing the exact same rotational velocity and same duration when studying
deceleration effect. These four levels of deceleration applied to three impact directions
(lateral bending, extension and axial rotation), yield 12 cases. For 28 cases related to curve
shapes, seven curve shapes (Figure 2.2e and 2.2f) beside sinusoidal shape were applied in
four impact directions. The curve shapes included rectangle, trapezium and triangle, all
with the peak acceleration of 5 krad/s2 and the acceleration duration 10 ms. Two kinds of
trapezoid curves with the peak acceleration occupying the 1/3 and 2/3 of the acceleration
duration respectively (Figure 2.2e) were selected. Four kinds of the triangle curves were
applied with the peak acceleration point reaching at the start, 1/3, 2/3 and the end of the
whole acceleration duration (Figure 2.2f).
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Figure 2.2 The Global Human Body Model Consortium (GHBMC) head model and
loading curves. (a) the head model; (b) the brain model; (c) Sine load curve; 5
krad/s2 indicates the peak acceleration was 5 krad/s2, and 5 ms indicates impact
duration. (d) the rotational load curve with acceleration and deceleration; Acc
indicates acceleration, and dec indicates deceleration. (e) Rotational rectangle and
trapezoid load curve; Rec indicates rectangle curve; Tra-1/3 indicates trapezoid
curve with the peak acceleration occupying 1/3 of the duration; Tra-2/3 indicates
trapezoid curve with the peak acceleration occupying 2/3 of the duration. (f)
Rotational triangle curve; Tri-start indicates triangle curve peaking at the start of
the curve; Tri-1/3 indicates triangle curve peaking at the 1/3 of the curve; Tri-2/3
indicates triangle curve peaking at the 2/3 of the curve; Tri-end indicates triangle
curve peaking at the end of the curve.
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2.2.3

Analysis method

Both MPS contour and CSDM value were used to demonstrate the simulation result. The
results of the CSDM20, which represents the percentage of the elements for which the
strain is higher than 0.20, were primarily presented to for analysis while the results of other
CSDM levels were listed in the Appendix B, because 0.20 was suggested as a strain
threshold of concussion [25, 29]. The relative mean difference (RMD) (Eq 2.1) [64] was
used to show the difference between linear-with-rotational and rotational-only groups,
indicating the effect of linear motion on brain strain distribution. The CSDM difference
(Eq 2.2) was used to show the difference between with-deceleration group and withoutdeceleration group. R-squared regression analysis was used to analyze the correlation
between the CSDM values and velocities.
𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹 =

𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪.𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳−𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪.𝑹𝑹

Eq 2.1

𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪.𝑹𝑹

Where RMD is Relative mean difference, CSDM.LR is CSDM from impacts with both
linear and rotational accelerations, CSDM.R is CSDM from impacts with rotational
acceleration.
𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪 𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅 =

𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪.𝒘𝒘.𝒅𝒅−𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪.𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒘.𝒅𝒅
𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪.𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒘.𝒅𝒅

Eq 2.2

Where CSDM.w.d is CSDM from impacts with rotational deceleration, CSDM.wo.d is
CSDM from impacts without rotational deceleration.

2.3 Results
2.3.1

Brain strain distribution due to rotational impact

For the whole brain, axial rotation induced the largest MPS distribution, followed by
extension & flexion and lateral bending (Figure 2.3). For an impact duration of 10 ms, the
CSDM20 from axial rotation was calculated as 0.41, followed by the CSDM20 from
flexion and extension (Figure 2.4a). The extension & flexion had a similar result, with the
CSDM20 0.23. The CSDM20 result of lateral bending was the lowest (Figure 2.4a) at 0.16.
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Figure 2.3 Maximum principle strain (MPS) contours of impacts with peak
acceleration 5 krad/s2 and duration 10 ms. Three views (sagittal, transverse and
coronal) of the MPS contours were plotted with the range between 0 and 0.3.
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Figure 2.4 CSDM20 of different brain regions under different impacts. (a) CSDM20
for the whole brain; (b) CSDM20 for the corpus callosum; (c) CSDM20 for the basal
ganglia; (d) CSDM20 for the thalamus.
For the corpus callosum, lateral bending produced highest CSDM values among all the
CSDM levels followed by the CSDM values induced by axial rotation. Flexion and
extension produced the lowest CSDM values (Figure 2.4b). With impact duration 10 ms,
CSDM20 value produced by lateral bending and axial rotation were 0.39 and 0.28,
respectively. Mostly, the CSDM20 values produced by extension were higher than those
produced by flexion except for the condition of impact duration 20 ms.
For the basal ganglia, overall, the CSDM values produced by flexion and extension were
highest, followed by those produced by axial rotation and lateral bending (Figure 2.4c).
The CSDM values induced by flexion and extension were slightly different depending on
CSDM levels. For the CSDM20 within impact duration 10 ms (Figure 2.4c), the values
induced by flexion and extension, axial rotation and lateral bending were 0.4, 0.37, 0.31
and 0.11 respectively.
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For the thalamus, interestingly, lateral bending, which produced the lowest CSDM within
the whole brain, induced the largest CSDM in the deep-brain region (Figure 2.4d), followed
by axial rotation, flexion and then extension. With impact duration of 10 ms, lateral
bending, axial rotation, extension flexion produced CSDM20 of 0.25, 0.16. 0.08 and 0.01.

2.3.2

CSDM relative mean difference (RMD) between impacts of
the combination of linear and rotational accelerations and
pure rotational acceleration

Generally, except for the case with combined lateral bending and translational motion, the
RMD that indicates the relative mean difference didn’t increase obviously, only with the
increase within 1% (Table 2.1). Even for the case with combined lateral bending and
translational model, the absolute differences of the CSDM were less than 0.03.
Table 2.1 CSDM relative mean difference (RMD) for impacts with combined of
linear and rotational acceleration and impacts with rotational acceleration

2.3.3

The effect of deceleration

Overall, a large difference existed when deceleration was considered. Rotational
deceleration in axial rotation model produced highest changes to the CSDM among all
three directions (27% increase of CSDM20) (Figure 2.5). The CSDM difference with other
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strain levels were listed in Appendix C. Rotational deceleration in lateral bending mode
and extension mode also affected CSDM. Interestingly, deceleration reduced CSDM
values when deceleration durations were short (≤ 10 ms for all loading modes and ≤20 ms
for the extension loading mode) and increased the CSDM values when deceleration
durations were long (≥ 20 ms for lateral bending and axial rotation loading modes, ≥ 30 ms
for extension loading mode). The result of other directions presented the similar result
(Appendix C)

Figure 2.5 Effect of rotational deceleration on CSDM20

2.3.4

The effects of loading curves with different shapes

The rectangular shape loading curves induced the highest CSDM valude, with CSDM20
of 0.62, 0.55 and 0.37 under axial rotation, flexion & extension and lateral bending
respectively. (Figure 2.6). The trapezoid curve with the peak acceleration occupying 2/3 of
duration caused the second largest strain distribution (Figure 2.6). Axial rotation induced
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the CSDM20 of 0.54, which was the largest among all impacts. The impacts with the
trapezoid curve with peak acceleration occupying 1/3 of the duration produced the third
largest the CSDM20 values, with the CSDM20 of 0.43 induced by the axial rotation,
CSDM20 of 0.27 generated by flexion and extension, and the CSDM20 of 0.18 under
lateral bending (Figure 2.6). The CSDM20 values from the sine-curve loading and from
the trapezoid-curve loading with peak acceleration of 1/3 of the duration were similar
(Figure 2.6). The lowest CSDM20 results were from the triangular curves (Figure 2.6).
Among the four triangle shapes, overall the CSDM values were close. However, the
triangle-curve loading with acceleration peaking at 2/3 of duration produced the highest
value, while the triangle-curve loading with acceleration peaking at the beginning
generated the lowest (Figure 2.6).

Figure 2.6 The CSDM20 of impacts with loading curves with different shapes. (a)
the CSDM20 of load curve with different shapes under lateral bending. (b) the
CSDM20 of load curve with different shapes under extension. (c) the CSDM20 of
load curve with different shapes under flexion. (d) the CSDM20 of load curve with
different shapes under axial rotation. For the legend, Rec indicates rectangle curve,
and its integrated velocity was 50 rad/s; Tra-1/3 indicates trapezoid curve with the
peak impulse occupying 1/3 of the duration, and its integrated velocity was 33.25
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rad/s; Tra-2/3 indicates trapezoid curve with the peak impulse occupying 2/3 of the
duration, and its integrated velocity was 41.75 rad/s; Tri-start indicates triangle
curve peaking at the start of the duration, and its integrated velocity was 25 rad/s;
Tri-1/3 indicates triangle curve peaking at the 1/3 of the duration, and its integrated
velocity was 25 rad/s; Tri-2/3 indicates triangle curve peaking at the 2/3 of the
duration, and its integrated velocity was 25 rad/s; Tri-end indicates triangle curve
peaking at the end of the duration, and its integrated velocity was 25 rad/s.

2.3.5

Correlation between rotational velocity and the CSDM

Correlations between the CSDM and kinematics are shown in Figure 2.7. For sine-shape
rotational velocity loadings with different peak accelerations (2.5 and 5 krad/s2) and
different impact durations (5, 10, 15 and 20 ms), velocities highly correlated with CSDM20
with R2 all above 0.94 for four directions (lateral bending, extension, flexion, and axial
rotation) groups (Figure 2.7a). For other CSDM levels, R2 values of most cases were above
0.9 (Appendix D). When considering different shapes (Figure 2.3c and 2.3d), R2 values
also reached to very high numbers above 0.99 for four direction groups (Figure 2.7c), while
the correlation between the CSDM20 and peak acceleration was not obvious under this
condition (Figure 2.7d). Mixing all directions and shapes as well as peak accelerations and
durations into one group, R2 values were 0.72, 0.80, 0.78, 0.76, and 0.70 for the CSDM10,
CSDM15, CSDM20, CSDM25, and CSDM30 respectively (Figure 2.7e). However, for the
correlation between CSDM20 and acceleration, the R2 was around 0.40 under different
impact directions (Figure 2.7b). R2 values were 0.30, 0.34, 0.36, 0.30 and 0.30 under the
correlation between the CSDM (with different strain level) and acceleration (Figure 2.7f).
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Figure 2.7 Correlation between the CSDM and rotational velocity. (a) Correlation
between CSDM and peak rotational velocity under sine curve with different impact
durations; (b) the CSDM20 as a function of peak rotational velocity under different
loading curves with the peak acceleration (5 krad/s2) and impact duration (10 ms);
(c) correlation between the CSDM20 and peak velocity with different loading curves
under the same peaking acceleration (5 krad/s2) and impact duration (10 ms); (d)
correlation between the CSDM20 and peak rotational acceleration with different
loading curves under the same peaking acceleration (5 krad/s2) and impact duration
(10 ms); (e) correlation between the CSDM and peak rotational velocity under all
directions and loading curves with different shapes, peak accelerations, impact
durations and directions; (f) correlation between the CSDM and peak rotational
acceleration under all directions and loading curves with different shapes, peak
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accelerations, impact durations and directions. Lb: Lateral bending. Ex: Extension.
Fl: Flexion. Ar: Axial rotation.

2.4 Discussion
2.4.1

CSDM of different brain regions due to rotational impact

The axial rotation produced the highest CSDM within the whole brain. Similar results were
found in other CSDM levels (Appendix B). Our finding is consistent with Elkin et al.’s
observation, which reported that eccentric impacts (induced axial rotation) produced higher
strains compared to jaw impact [48]. Zhang et al. found that lateral-bending impacts
produced the highest shear stress levels than frontal impacts [49], while we found that
flexion and extension caused higher CSDM values than that of lateral bending. We also
found that flexion and extension produced similar strain levels in brain tissue. However,
Krave et al. subjected rabbits under rotational loadings and found that flexion induced more
brain injury than extension did [102]. The geometrical difference of head structure between
human and rabbit may contribute to differences between our and Krave et al’s results.
Lateral bending produced the lowest strain level, possibly because stiff falx and tentorium
prevented the brain from deforming much. As impact directions affected brain response,
our results supported developing the brain injury criteria considering direction effects [32].
Kleiven reported that the threshold of the CSDM10 of 50% possibility injury risk for the
white matter was 0.47 [25]. In addition, Kleiven reported that over 0.5 MPS appeared in
the corpus callosum under axial rotation [103]. Our data showed that the CSDM10 values
of the corpus callosum, the basal ganglia and the thalamus which belong to white matter
were different under different impact directions. Since brain responses to different brain
regions under various directional impacts were different, it is ideal to consider different
brain regions when investigating brain injury criteria.

2.4.2

The influence of linear acceleration

The tiny influence was imposed by the linear kinematics when it was combined with the
rotational kinematics. Based on our result (Table 2.1), the slight change of the CSDM
existed when the linear impact was combined with rotational impact being compared to the
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rotational impact alone. Most of RMD values which indicate the difference of the strain
produced by combination of linear & rotational impacts and pure rotational impacts were
around 1. Our result is consistent with findings of other groups. King et al. demonstrated
that the rotational acceleration would be the essential cause of brain strain [86]. Kleiven
showed that rotational kinematics was important to brain deformation [25]. Interesting, we
also found that when forward linear motion was combined with lateral bending, brain strain
was slightly lower than that produced by the pure lateral bending. Overall, the influence of
linear acceleration on brain strain was small.

2.4.3

The role of rotational deceleration

We found that the brain responses to the cases with and without the deceleration were
different. The CSDM values of the deceleration were higher than those without
deceleration when the impact durations were equal to and larger than 30 ms (Figure 2.5),
while the CSDM values of impacts with deceleration was lower than that without
deceleration when the deceleration duration was within 20 ms. These results demonstrated
the importance of deceleration duration. We also found that axial rotation with deceleration
induced the highest CSDM difference compared to that without deceleration (the highest
CSDM difference reached to 50%) (Appendix C). Moreover, with the same deceleration
loading curves, the axial rotation produced higher CSDM difference than the lateral
bending and extension did. Considering rotational deceleration will be critical for
developing a more effective rotational-velocity-based the brain injury criteria.

2.4.4

The effects of loading-curve shapes

Brain strain varied when loading-curve shapes changed under rotational accelerations with
the same peak and duration. Generally, the rectangular curve induced the largest strain
distribution, while the triangular curve produced the lowest strain distribution. This is due
to the velocity integrated from the rectangular curve was higher than that of the triangular
curve. The integrated velocity of rectangular curve was 50 rad/s, higher than that integrated
from the triangular curve which was 25 rad/s (Figure 2.6). Hence, higher velocity of the
loading curves produced higher strain distributions. The same reason can also be used to
explain why the trapezoid curve with the peak acceleration occupying 2/3 of the duration
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produced the second largest strain distribution, followed by that with the peak acceleration
occupying 1/3 of the duration, and the sine curve. For the four triangular loading curves,
with the same integrated rotational velocity of 25 rad/s, CSDM produced by the triangular
curve with the acceleration peaking at 2/3 of duration was 0.01 higher than the CSDM from
the other three loadings. Moreover, Post et al. used the loading curves which is similar to
the sine curve and reported that the loading curve with the acceleration peaking lately and
produced higher strain responses [75]. However, we found that based on the same
integrated rotational velocity, the curves with the acceleration peaking at 2/3 rather than
the end of the duration produced slightly larger strain distribution (Figure 2.6). The
differences between two groups could be partially due to the use of different human head
models. The correlation between rotational velocity and CSDM
We found there existed strong correlations between the CSDM and rotational velocity but
weak correlation between the CSDM and rotational acceleration. Under the curves with the
same shape (sine curve) with different peak accelerations and durations with specific
directions, the lowest R2 of rotational velocity and the CSDM20 reached to 0.94 (Figure
2.7a), which indicates that under a specific impact direction and a load curve shape, the
correlation between the CSDM and the rotational velocity is strong regardless of different
impact durations. This correlation remained strong when loading curves with different
shapes were considered (Figure 2.7c). Takhounts et al. also reported good correlation
between max resultant rotational velocity and CSDM (R2 of 0.91) [32]. When grouping all
directions as well as the peak accelerations, durations and load curve shapes, correlations
between the CSDM and rotational velocity decreased but still not low with R2 between
0.70 and 0.80 (Figure 2.7e), while R2 of the CSDM and rotational acceleration was within
the range of 0.30-0.40 (Figure 2.7f). Knowles et al. reported that there existed the high
correlation (R2 of 0.86) between the change of resultant rotational velocity and the
CSDM15 with the consideration of different impact locations of helmet [104]. Our data
showed that the R2 of rotational velocity and the CSDM15 was 0.80 when impact directions
and load curve with different shapes were considered (Figure 2.7c). Gabler et al. stated that
brain deformation mainly depended on rotational velocity in short-duration impacts, but it
depended more on the rotational acceleration in long-duration impacts [105]. The cases we
studied were based on the events of sports-related concussion, for which the durations were
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no more than 30 ms. It can be specified that based on our study with impact durations 5 to
20 ms, velocity correlates well to the CSDM. Together with the literature, our study
supported the use of rotational velocity instead of acceleration as a predictor of brain injury
for impacts with a major positive phase lasting equal to and less than 20 ms.

2.5 Conclusions
We systematically investigated how head kinematics -- which included various rotational
magnitudes (2.5 and 5 krad/s2), linear plus rotation, various durations (15, 20, 25 and 30
ms), with and without deceleration, various loading-curve shapes -- affected brain strain.
We found that axial rotation produced highest strain loading to the whole brain while lateral
bending produced lowest strain. Meanwhile, the same lateral bending produced highest
strain to the corpus callosum and the thalamus. Flexion and extension produced similar,
middle-level strains to the whole brain while they produced highest strains to the basal
ganglia. These various effects of impact direction on the whole-brain and deep-brain
structures are important for concussion prevention as deep brain structures have been
suggested to be concussion relevant. Our data also concurred with the literature that
rotation is the main cause of brain strain (over 99%). Furthermore, our data highlighted the
importance of rotational deceleration and found that shorter deceleration duration of 10 ms
reduced the CSDM20 up to 17% while longer deceleration duration of 30 ms increased the
CSDM20 up to 27%. Such finding suggests the potential of optimizing deceleration at a
fast speed for future protection gear design. Lastly, our data demonstrated that rotational
velocity, rather than rotational acceleration, correlated to brain strain with an average R2
of 0.79 across various impact directions and different shapes of loading curves. When
grouping impacts to four direction groups, the correlation between rotational velocity and
brain strain reached to an average R2 above 0.94, including various loading-curve shapes.
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Chapter 3

3

A systematic study of the helmet protection mechanism

The mechanism of how the helmet protect the brain were analyzed. The energy absorption
ratios that helmet parts contributed were evaluated. The correlation between energy
absorbed by the helmet, scalp and skull and brain strain distribution result was investigated.

3.1 Introduction
Head safety was emphasized as early as in late 19th century due to cranial injuries including
brain injuries [106]. Wearing a helmet is an effective way to protect the brain [107]. The
number of brain injury-related deaths in American football events was reduced from 150
in 1965-1974 to 25 in 1985-1994 when helmet was used [50]. With the helmet being
regulated by committees such as National Operating Committee on Standards for Athletic
Equipment (NOCSAE), head injuries reduced from 4.25 per 100,000 to 0.68 per 100,000
[108]. Moreover, Rowson et al. reported that helmet could reduce the occurrence of
concussion [51]. Trotta et. al reported that helmet could decrease 65% risk of brain injury
from cycling [52]. Motorcycle helmets were also proved to be effective in brain injury
protection [109]. Karus et al. demonstrated that a well-designed hockey helmet can
decrease 8.3 head injuries per 100 games to 3.8 head injuries per 100 games [54].
Helmets were designed to reduce brain injury risk with the improved structure designs
[110]. Viano et al. reported that updated helmet design could reduce brain injury risk [53].
As expected, the performance of the helmet in brain injury risk reduction varies by different
helmets [28]. Meanwhile, Rowson et al. reported that a helmet was unable to protect the
head completely from all injuries [51]. Hence, helmet structure has been continuously
optimized for more effective brain injury protection. For a typical helmet, the outer layer
of the helmet is a hard shell [111]. The foam pads were designed as the liner beneath the
outer shell with the material that can absorb energy [112, 113]. The facemask, which is at
the front of the helmet, prevents athletes from face injury [114]. Although all helmet parts
are assumed to play a role in protecting the brain, it is not clear how these components act
to reduce brain injury during impacts. Meanwhile to improve helmets, it is necessary to
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understand how helmet components contribute to brain injury reduction hence better
designs can target critical helmet parts.
The helmet performance was usually evaluated by investigating whether brain injury risk
was reduced when using a helmet [115]. Different brain injury criteria have been used to
predict brain injury risk. Current brain injury criteria are based on head acceleration
because head acceleration was reported to be correlated to brain injury [86]. Hoshizaki et
al. demonstrated that the helmet can protect the brain when peak linear acceleration was
below 250g [56]. Besides peak acceleration, impact duration was included in test standards
of helmets. The Gadd Severity Index (GSI) and the Head Injury Criterion (HIC), which
include both acceleration magnitude and impact duration, were used as the standards to test
helmets [57, 58, 60]. However, the laboratory tests have some limitations. The dummy
head and neck are stiffer than those of real humans [60], which induced higher kinematic
responses than they should be. Moreover, the dummy kinematic predictors had limitations
to predict brain injury, such as concussion [58]. Compared to dummy kinematic responses,
brain tissue strain was demonstrated as an appropriate predictor to brain injury [25, 45, 59,
116]. Using of brain strain to predict brain injury was supported by in vitro studies
demonstrating correlations between strain and neuronal damage [62, 117]. Moreover, the
brain pressure was used as one of predictors for TBI [118], as it was responsible for the
cerebral blood flow [119]. Hence, it is necessary to evaluate the effectiveness of helmet
based on brain strain and pressure beyond existing head kinematics.
The objective of this study was to evaluate whether the helmet can reduce brain injury
based on brain strain and pressure response. Specifically, we investigated impact energy
absorption of different helmet components.

3.2 Method
3.2.1

Finite element models

The well-defined finite element (FE) model, Global Human Body Model Consortium
(GHBMC) head & neck model was used to evaluate the brain responses [96]. There were
297 components, 526,635 elements and 501,961 nodes in the GHBMC head & neck model
(Figure 3.1a). The element size was around 3 mm in general. The head part was highlighted
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by brain regions including the white matter, grey matter, cerebellum, brain stem and the
deep-brain structures such as the corpus callosum, basial ganglia and thalamus. The head
bone parts involving the skull, mandible and nose bone were also established. The neck
part consisted of the spinal cord, cervical bones, discs and facet joints. A viscoelastic
material was used for the white matter, grey matter, cerebellum, corpus callosum, basal
ganglia, thalamus, cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) and brain stem [36].More information can be
found in Appendix A. The linear plastic material was used in the head bone part including
the skull, nose and mandible. The spinal cord and facet joints were created with the
viscoelastic material. For other neck bones, the plastic material was used. Both the
rubber/foam and the viscoelastic material were used in the disc. The GHBMC head model
was validated against the pressure and the brain displacement based on the cadaver tests.
The GHBMC neck model was validated in extension and flexion loading at the segmental
level [96, 120]. The whole head & neck model was validated in frontal and lateral impact
[121].
The open source Riddell Speed Classic helmet FE model (model R41179) [122] was also
downloaded from Biocore website [1] and included in this study (Figure 3.1b). There were
57 components, 147,445 elements and 141,015 nodes in the Riddell helmet model. Shell,
foam pad, facemask and chinstrap were involved in the helmet model. The outer layer of
the helmet, shell, was composed of the shell elements. The elastic material with the young’s
modulus of 1.565 GPa was used in the shell [122]. The inner layer of the helmet was the
foam with the Fu Chang foam material. The facemask, which was established using the
beam elements with the elastic material, connected to the helmet outer shell rigidly. The
fabric material was used in the chinstrap. The foam material of the helmet was validated
against the force and displacement result from shear and compression test [122]. Combined
with the Hybrid III dummy model, the Riddell helmet model was validated by the
pendulum and linear impact against the contact force and acceleration [122].
The pre-deformation process was adopted to make the inner layer of the Riddell helmet
model tightly fitted to the head with the max gap of 4 mm. (Figure 3.1c). Through this
process, the head model was used to press the helmet foam pads through left, right and
upward directions in sequence. As the pre-deformation process could change mesh
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qualities when simulating deformation during wearing a helmet, we checked mesh qualities
after pre-deformation and ensured that 99.98% elements had Jacobian above 0.4, with
minimum above 0.22. Ls-PrePost version 4.3 was used for the simulation preparation and
analysis [100]. Ls-Dyna R901was used to calculate simulations [101]. The timestep of the
simulation was within the range of 0.05-0.1 ms.

Figure 3.1 Global Human Body Model Consortium (GHBMC) head & neck model
and Riddell helmet model. (a) GHBMC head & neck model; (b) Riddell helmet
model; (c) combination of head & neck and helmet model; (d) Impact locations of
the head & neck model with helmet; (e) Impact locations of head & neck models
without helmet.

3.2.2

Impact conditions

To quantify the effect of the helmet to protect the brain, the impactor (with the length of
121 mm) [1, 123] under the velocity of 6m/s based on the NOCSAE standard [124] was
used to impact the frontal site, frontal boss site, lateral site, rear site, rear site and the frontal
facemask site of the helmeted head &neck model (Figure 2.1d) and head &neck model
without helmet (Figure 2.1e). The total impact duration was 20 ms.
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3.2.3
3.2.3.1

Analysis method
Brain response

The cumulative strain damage measure (CSDM) with brain strain level of 15%, which
means the proportion of brain volume exceeding the peak strain of 15% to the whole brain
volume, was used to quantify brain strain distribution [32]. The peak pressure of the head
was also included. Under the same impact condition, the CSDM15 results and peak
pressure which represents the maximum brain pressure of the brain from helmeted head &
neck model and the bare head & neck model were compared to demonstrate the
effectiveness of the helmet to protect the brain. The acceleration impulse of head under
lateral and rear impact was also demonstrated. CSDM20 results, which means the
proportion of brain volume exceeding the peak strain of 20% to the whole brain volume,
was attached in Appendix E.

3.2.3.2

Strain energy of helmet

To quantify how helmet protected the brain, the strain energy of the helmet components,
scalp and skull which were produced due to deformation was calculated to represent how
much energy the specific helmet part absorbed during the impact. This study included the
ratio of the specific component’s strain energy over the whole energy absorbed during one
impact.

3.3 Results
3.3.1
3.3.1.1

Response of the head with and without the helmet
Brain distribution of the head with and without the helmet

Figure 3.2 included the CSDM15 result of helmeted and bare head under different impacts.
The CSDM15 was calculated to describe the strain distribution with and without the
helmet. Under the frontal impact to the helmet, the CSDM15 of the brain with the helmet
was 0.26, and the CSDM15 increased to 0.32 when the head was not equipped with a
helmet (Figure 3.2a). Under the frontal boss impact, the CSDM15 of the head with the
helmet was 0.42. The CSDM15 reached to 0.68 when the head didn’t wear the helmet
(Figure 3.2b). Under lateral impact, the CSDM15 were 0.20 and 0.48 for with, and without
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helmet conditions, respectively (Figure 3.2c). Under the rear boss impact, the CSDM15
was 0.26 when the head was equipped with a helmet. When the helmet was removed, the
CSDM15 was much higher (0.60) (Figure 3.2d). Rear impact induced the CSDM15 of 0.16
and 0.39 of the brain with and without helmet, respectively (Figure 3.2e). Impact to
facemask caused the CSDM15 of 0.46 and 0.62 of brain with and without helmet
conditions respectively (Figure 3.2f). High strain was induced by facemask because axial
rotation was induced with the moment arm of 119 mm for with-facemask condition,
compared to the moment arm of 63 mm for without-facemask condition.

Figure 3.2 Brain strain distribution of helmeted and bare head under frontal
impact (a), frontal boss impact (b), lateral impact (c), rear boss impact (d) rear
impact (e) and facemask impact.

3.3.1.2

Pressure of the head with and without helmet

Under the frontal impact, the peak pressure reached to 116 kPa and -69 kPa of the head
with the helmet, while it reached to 115 kPa and -93 kPa when the helmet was removed
(Figure 3.3a). Under the frontal boss impact, the peak pressure was 94 kPa and -40 kPa
when head was equipped with the helmet, while the peak pressured increased to 126 kPa
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and -62 kPa when the helmet was removed (Figure 3.3b). Under the lateral impact, the
peak pressure was 86 kPa and -90 kPa when the helmet was included (Figure 3.3c). The
peak pressure increased to 156 kPa and -137 kPa when the helmet was removed (Figure
3.3c). Under the rear boss impact, peak pressure was 99 kPa and -70 kPa when the head
was equipped with the helmet, it increased to 143 kPa and -118 kPa when the helmet was
removed (Figure 3.3d). Under the rear impact, the peak pressure was 113 kPa and -70 kPa
when the helmet was included (Figure 3.3e). The peak pressure increased to 146 kPa and 117 kPa when the helmet was removed (Figure 3.3e). Under the facemask impact, peak
pressure reached to 81 kPa and -128 kPa when the head was equipped with the helmet,
while it increased to 109 and -152 kPa when the helmet was removed (Figure 3.3f).

Figure 3.3 Peak pressure of the head with and without helmet.

3.3.1.3

Acceleration of the head under impact

Head acceleration impulse was generated when head was impacted. Under lateral impact,
the acceleration curve peaked at 9.0 ms with peak linear acceleration of 129g (Figure 3.4
a). When helmet was removed, the linear acceleration peaked at 4.5 ms, with peak linear
acceleration of 165g (Figure 3.4c). Under rear impact, the acceleration curve peaked at
7.5 ms with peak linear acceleration of 120g (Figure 3.4 b). When helmet was removed,
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the linear acceleration peaked at 5 ms, with peak linear acceleration of 181g (Figure 3.4
d).

Figure 3.4 Acceleration impulse of head with and without helmet under lateral and
rear impact. Resultant linear acceleration of helmeted head under (a) lateral
impact, (b) rear impact; Resultant linear acceleration of bare head under (c) lateral
impact, (d) rear impact.

3.3.2

Strain energy absorption of helmet component

During the impacts, the helmet protected the brain by absorbing the energy. Figure 4 and
Table 1 showed the percentage of the energy that various helmet parts absorbed. During
the frontal impact, shell of the helmet absorbed 59.6 % of energy (Figure 3.5a and Table
3.1). The frontal foam which was beneath the shell and the location that the impactor hit
the helmet absorbed 28.6% of the energy (Figure 3.5b and Table 3.1). The scalp and skull
absorbed 0.9% and 0.9% energy, respectively (Figure 3.5c, 3.5d and Table 3.1). Other
helmet components absorbed the remaining 10.0% energy. Under the frontal boss impact,
the shell absorbed 53.9% of the total energy (Figure 3.5e and Table 3.1). The foams which
were close to the impact location absorbed 32.3% of the total energy (Figure 3.5f and Table
3.1). The scalp absorbed 4.3% energy (Figure 3.5g and Table 3.1). The skull absorbed 0.3%
energy (Figure 3.5h and Table 3.1). Other helmet components absorbed 9.2% of the energy.
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During the lateral impact, shell absorbed 44.3% of the total energy (Figure 3.5i and Table
3.1). The foam components which were located near the impact location absorbed 14.0%,
8.0% and 22.1% of the total energy (Figure 3.5j and Table 3.1). The scalp absorbed 4.5%
of the energy (Figure 3.5k and Table 3.1). Other helmet components absorbed 6.6% energy
(Table 3.1). Under the rear boss impact, shell absorbed 49.4% of the energy (Figure 3.5m
and Table 3.1). The foams which were at the rear site of the helmet absorbed 4.2% and
32.5% of the total energy (Figure 3.5n and). 3.6% of the energy was absorbed by the scalp
(Figure 3.5o and Table 3.1). The skull absorbed 0.4% of the energy (Figure 3.5p and Table
3.1). Other helmet components absorbed 9.9% of the total energy (Table 3.1). Under the
rear impact, shell absorbed 37.0% of the energy (Figure 3.5q and Table 3.1). The foams
which were at the rear site of the helmet absorbed 16.7%, 3.1% and 24.3% of the total
energy (Figure 3.5r and Table 3.1). The scalp absorbed 3.5% energy (Figure 3.5s and Table
3.1). The skull absorbed 0.2% of the energy (Figure 3.5t and Table 3.1). Other helmet
components absorbed 15.2% of the total energy (Table 3.1). Under the impact to facemask,
shell absorbed 47.6% of the energy (Figure 3.5u and Table 3.1). The foams which were at
the rear site of the helmet absorbed 13.7%, 3.4% and 12.1% of the total energy (Figure
3.5v and Table 3.1). The scalp absorbed 9.5% of the energy (Figure 3.5w and Table 3.1).
1.0% energy was transferred to the skull (Table 3.1). Other helmet parts absorbed 12.7%
energy (Figure 3.5x and Table 3.1).

Figure 3.5 Energy absorption of helmeted components.
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Table 3.1 Energy absorption percentage of helmet components.
Impact Location
Frontal Impact

Total Energy
Frontal Boss Impact

Total Energy
Lateral Impact

Total Energy
Rear Boss Impact

Total Energy
Rear Impact

Total Energy
Facemask Impact

Total Energy

Foam Components
Shell
Frontal Foam
Skull
Scalp
Other
44.0 J
Shell
Frontal Foam
Skull
Scalp
Other
126.6 J
Shell
Rear Pad1
Jaw Pad1
Rear Pad2
Skull
Scalp
Other
105.8 J
Shell
Rear Pad2
Rear Pad3
Skull
Scalp
Other
117.5 J
Shell
Rear Pad3
Rear pad4
Rear Pad5
Skull
Scalp
Other
110.4 J
Shell
Frontal Foam
Rear Pad1
Jaw Pad1
Skull
Scalp
Other
56.3 J

Percentage
59.6%
28.6%
0.9%
0.9%
10.0%
53.9%
32.3%
0.3%
4.3%
9.2%
44.3%
14.0%
8.0%
22.1%
0.5%
4.5%
6.6%
49.4%
4.2%
32.5%
0.4%
3.6%
9.9%
37.0%
16.7%
3.1%
24.3%
0.2%
3.5%
15.2%
47.6%
13.7%
3.4%
12.1%
1.0%
9.5%
12.7%
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3.3.3

Correlation between brain strain distribution and energy

The amount of energy the helmet absorbed was different as the impact location varied
(Figure 3.6). The helmet, scalp and skull absorbed the strain energy of 44.0 J under frontal
impact, 126.6 J under the frontal boss impact, 105.8 J under lateral impact, 117.5 J under
rear boss impact, 110.4 J under the rear impact and 56.3 J under the rear impact (Table
3.1). The R2 of the CSDM15 and absorbed strain energy was 0.31 (Figure 3.6).

Figure 3.6 Correlation between CSDM15 and energy absorbed by helmet.

3.4 Discussion
3.4.1
3.4.1.1

The response of head under impat
The effectiveness of helmet to protect the brain

While helmets being demonstrated to reduce head kinematics during traumatic events
[125], we characterized how the helmet reduced brain strain. We found that the helmet
reduced brain strain distribution measure the CSDM15 by 18.8% during frontal impact,
37.3% during frontal boss impact, 56.7% during lateral impact, 58.9% during rear impact,
and 24.3% during impact to the facemask. Newman reported that the helmet could decrease
the peak linear and rotational acceleration of head by 68.5% and 41.6% respectively under
frontal impact [125]. We also found that helmet decreased the peak pressure of the brain.
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Lewis et al. demonstrated that helmet can reduce head peak linear acceleration by at least
30% [126]. Cripton et al. reported that bicycle helmets could reduce head peak linear
acceleration by 76.3% in the drop test with the drop height of 2 m [127]. With the
understanding that the brain response especially strain response causing injury, our
research served as a pioneering study in promoting the understanding how a helmet protects
the brain.

3.4.1.2

Acceleration impulse of head under impacts

The acceleration impulse was different for bare-head and helmeted impacts. Under lateral
impact, acceleration impulse of bear head impact peaked earlier and demonstrated higher
peak acceleration (Figure 3.4 a and c). The acceleration impulse of head with helmet was
smooth around peak occasion while there were several fluctuations around peak occasion
for helmeted impact (Figure 3.4 b and d).

3.4.2

Energy absorption by helmet components

We quantified how various components of the helmet contributed to reducing impact
energy. Interestingly, we found that the outer shell absorbed most portion of energy
compared to other parts including soft foam pads that were designed to absorb impact
energy. Among all impacts in six directions, the shell absorbed an average 49.5% (standard
deviation of 6.5%) of energy and the foam pads absorbed an average 17.3% (standard
deviation of 11.5%) of energy. It should be noticed that the shell and foam directly under
impact absorbed energy (Figure 3.5 and Table 3.1), while some remote shells also absorbed
energy (Figure 3.5) because the helmet was constructed as a structure. The role of the scalp
in energy absorption during impact can’t be ignored [52]. Our result indicated that the scalp
absorbed an average 5.0% of energy (standard deviation of 2.3%). The skull absorbed the
lowest energy with average ratio of 0.6% (standard deviation of 0.3%).

3.4.3

Correlation between the CSDM and energy

The energy absorbed by the helmet varied as impact location changed because of the
anatomy of the geometry of head & neck. The highest energy was absorbed by the helmet,
scalp and skull under rear boss impact, while the lowest energy was absorbed under the
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frontal impact. However, it should be noticed that how much the helmet absorbed energy
was not correlated to the CSDM15 (Figure 3.5), as brain strain distribution was affected by
not only impact severity, but also impact location and angle [48, 128]. Our research
highlights the importance of protecting the brain under various directions.

3.5 Conclusion
By absorbing impact energy, the helmet largely reduced brain strain distribution and peak
pressure. The contribution of helmet parts to energy absorption was different, with the
helmet shell absorbing around half of the energy, followed by the foams which were close
to the impact locations. To the best our knowledge, this is the first study that systematically
quantified how different helmet components contributed to energy absorption. The
acceleration pulse was different as the inclusion of helmet under lateral and rear impact.
We highlighted the importance of optimizing both the hard shell and foam pad to better
reduce brain strains. Meanwhile, we highlighted the importance of looking into brain
response like strain as impact energy absorption under various directions of impacts didn’t
correlate with brain strain distribution measure.
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Chapter 4

4

The role of facemask in brain strain

The influence of facemask based on brain strain distribution was evaluated. The correlation
between dimension change difference (before and after impact) induced by facemask and
brain strain difference caused by facemask was also investigated.

4.1 Introduction
Traumatic brain injury (TBI) remains a significant health concern accounting for
approximately one-third of injury related deaths in the United States as stated by the CDC.
In the US alone, there are approximately 2.8 million patients who suffer from sports-related
TBI including concussion [129]. Mild TBIs, more commonly associated with concussions
can induce chronic symptoms such as memory loss, cognitive deficits, and balance
disturbances. Hence, improving the methods to protect the brain from concussions is of
upmost importance for the long-term health benefits of the modern athlete and casual sports
participant [5, 6].
The use of a helmet is regarded as an effective method to decrease the likelihood of brain
injury [51, 108]. The number of brain injury-related deaths in American football events
was reduced from 150 in 1965-1974 to 25 in 1985-1994 with the implementation of the
modern helmet [50]. The effectiveness of helmets has not been reported in only contacts
sports with Trotta et. al reporting that the use of bicycle helmets during cycling decreased
the risk of brain injury by 65% [52].
Currently the only helmet evaluation standards are based on the kinematic responses of a
head and neck dummy [124]. While the effectiveness of those standards in reducing the
brain injury is outside the scope of this paper, the inclusion of all components of a helmet
to determine helmet safety rating is looked at. Within one helmet, there is a combination
of different components and materials with the goal of reducing the energy being
transferred to the head. The outer component of a typical helmet known as the shell, is used
to resist the initial blunt impact directly [111]. Beneath the outermost layer typically lies a
combination of different density foams with the goal to absorb additional impact energy
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and dissipate linear motion [112, 113]. To constrain the helmet to the head, a fabric
chinstrap, sitting below the chin or directly attached to the chin, is used. To prevent facial
injury ,including lacerations, the facemask sits on the front of the helmet and is typically
constructed of latticed steel bars. [114]. The helmet and facemask can reduce the chances
of facial injuries in the ice hockey [130]. Reynen and Clancy reported that facemask may
increase the possibilities to get the neck injured because the axial loading was increased to
the flexed cervical spine, which may induce burst fracture [131].
The facemask is one component which is currently excluded when evaluating helmet
performance standards [65]. The facemask has been evaluated separately by applying force
until deformation. One question that this study looks to answer is what significance the
facemasks inclusion in helmeted impact testing has to brain strain, which is currently an
unknown.
Our hypothesis is that the inclusion of the facemask in helmet testing would affect head
kinematic response. Based on pneumatic impactor tests, Rowson et al. found that the
influence of the facemask to the peak head acceleration varied by both impact locations
and helmet types [65]. Rush et al. reported that facemask increased head kinematics in 62%
of the drop tests cases [64]. Breedlove et al. reported that the facemask increased peak
head acceleration up to 36% [63]. With the optimized facemask design, Johnson et al.
reported that maximum tensile pressure and maximum shear strain of the brain could be
decreased by 7.5% and 39.5% respectively [132].
The head kinematic variables from laboratory experiments had the limitations to predict
the brain injury [58, 60]. Although head linear kinematics were measured to evaluate brain
injury [133], the rotational kinematics were closely correlated to concussion [86, 134, 135].
Moreover, both linear and rotational kinematics were measured based on the dummy head
motion, not the brain motion [60]. Compared to the head kinematics, brain strain is
regarded as the main reason to induce brain injury [58, 59]. Moreover, the brain pressure
was also used to represent TBI [118], as it was responsible for the cerebral blood flow
[119]. Hence, it is necessary to know the effect of facemask based on brain strain and
pressure, which we investigated in this study.
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4.2 Methods
4.2.1

Finite element (FE) models

This study elected to use the Global Human Body Model Consortium (GHBMC) head &
neck model to evaluate the brain responses [96], due to its extensive validation process and
anatomical accuracy. The GHBMC head and neck model contained 297 components,
526,635 elements and 501,961 nodes (Figure 4.1a). The element size was around 3 mm in
general. The head is highlighted by important brain and skull components including the
white matter, grey matter, cerebellum, brain stem and the deep-brain areas such as the
corpus callosum, basial ganglia and the thalamus. The skull involves important facial
structures such as the mandible, orbital and nasal bones. The neck contains the spinal cord,
cervical bones, discs and the facet joints. A viscoelastic material was used in the white
matter, grey matter, cerebellum, corpus callosum, basal ganglia, thalamus, cerebrospinal
fluid (CSF) and the brain stem [36]. A linear plastic material was used for bone in the skull.
More information can be addressed in Appendix A. The spinal cord and facet joints were
created with a viscoelastic material. For the remaining neck bones, a plastic material was
used. Both the rubber/foam and the viscoelastic material were used in the disc. The model
was validated against intracranial pressures and brain displacements [97-99]. The GHBMC
neck model was validated in extension and flexion loading at the segmental level [96, 120].
The whole head & neck model was validated in frontal and lateral impact [121].
The helmet model used for this study was Riddell Speed Classic football helmet FE model
(model R41179) [122] which was downloaded from Biocore website [1] (Figure 4.1b). A
total of 57 components, 147,445 elements and 141,015 nodes exist in the in the Riddell
helmet. The helmet model includes standard components; shell, foam pads, facemask and
chinstrap, to accurately represent real world geometries. The outer layer of the helmet, the
plastic shell, was composed of the shell-type elements, with an elastic material with a
young’s modulus of 1.565 GPa. The inner layer of the helmet was foam with the Fu Chang
foam material. The foam material of the helmet was validated against the force and
displacement result from shear and compression tests. The facemask, which was generated
as beam elements with elastic material properties, connected to the helmet outer shell
rigidly. The chinstrap was constructed using a fabric-like material. The foam material of
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the helmet was validated against the force and displacement result from shear and
compression test [122]. Being combined with the Hybrid III dummy model, the Riddell
helmet model was validated by the pendulum and linear impact against the contact force
and acceleration [122]. Ls-PrePost version 4.3 was used for the simulation preparation and
analysis [100]. Ls-Dyna R901was used to calculate simulations [101]. The timestep of the
simulation was within the range of 0.05-0.1 ms.
The validated human head model and helmet model were integrated using the validated
approach in dummy model validation (Figure 4.1c). Using a preconditioning process, the
inner layer of the Riddell helmet model was tightly fitted to the head with maximum gap
of 4 mm (Figure 4.1d). Through this process, the head model was used to press the helmet
foam pads through left, right and upward directions in sequence.

4.2.2

Impact matrix design

Based on the NOCSAE standard, an impactor (with the length of 121 mm) [1, 123] under
a velocity of 6 m/s was used in this study [124]. The helmet-to-head friction coefficient
was 0.5 [122]. Two categories of test (helmet with facemask and helmet without facemask)
were examined. For the helmet with facemask scenario, the impactor was targeted to hit
the frontal, lateral, vertical, rear, frontal boss and rear boss sites of the helmet and frontal
site to facemask (Figure 4.1e). In comparison, the impactor was also used to hit the same
locations of the helmet without the facemask (Figure 4.1f). The total impact duration was
20 ms.
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Figure 4.1 Impact location of the helmet with and without the facemask. (a) Global
Human Body Model Consortium (GHBMC) head & neck mode; (b) Riddell Speed
Classic football helmet FE model; (c) Combination of head & neck model and
helmet model; (d) Maximum gap between head & neck model and helmet model; (e)
Impact location of the helmet with facemask; (f) Impact location of the helmet
without the facemask.

4.2.3

Analysis method

The cumulative strain damage measure (CSDM) with 15% of brain strain level, which
means the proportion of brain volume exceeding the peak strain of 15% to the whole brain
volume, was used to quantify brain strain distribution [32]. Under the same impact
condition, the CSDM15 results and peak intracranial pressure from the helmet-withfacemask and the helmet-without-facemask were compared to investigate how the
facemask affected brain strain and pressure responses. CSDM20 results, which means the
proportion of brain volume exceeding the peak strain of 20% to the whole brain volume,
was attached in Appendix E. The length and width of the helmet before and after the impact
were also explored to quantify how adding a facemask influenced the helmet in protection
of the brain. Moreover, the aspect ratio of length and width (Eq.4.1) was calculated based
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on the absolute dimension change difference between helmet with and without facemask
(Eq 4.2). The length and width aspect ratio was investigated under frontal impact, frontal
boss impact, lateral impact, rear boss impact and rear impact, while the length and width
aspect ratio of facemask impact was excluded because the face was directly impacted when
facemask was removed. The acceleration impulse of head under lateral and rear impact
was also demonstrated.
𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷.𝐿𝐿

𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟. 𝐿𝐿. 𝑊𝑊 = 𝐴𝐴𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑙𝑙𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢 �𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷.𝑊𝑊�

Eq 4.1

Where Acepct ratio.L.W was aspect ratio of helmet length and width difference induced
by facemask. Difference.L was absolute length of helmet length. Difference.W was
absolute length of helmet width.
𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷. 𝐷𝐷 = 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎(𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷. 𝐷𝐷. 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊. 𝐹𝐹 − 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷. 𝐷𝐷. 𝑊𝑊. 𝐹𝐹)

Eq 4.2

Where Difference.D was absolute dimension difference (before and after impact) induced
by facemask. Difference.D.WO.F was dimension change of helmet without facemask.
Difference.D.W.F was dimension change of helmet with facemask.

4.3 Results
4.3.1
4.3.1.1

Response of the helmeted head with and without the
facemask
Brain distribution response of the helmeted head with and
without the facemask

The CSDM15 results of the helmeted head with and without facemask are listed in Figure
4.2. Under the frontal impact, the CSDM15 of the helmeted head with the facemask was
0.26, when facemask was removed, the CSDM15 increased to 0.28 (Figure 4.2a). Under
the frontal boss impact, the CSDM15 results of the helmeted head with facemask (0.42)
and without facemask (0.43) were similar (Figure 4.2b). Lateral impact induced the
CSDM15 of 0.20 when the helmet was equipped with the facemask, the CSDM15 was
increased to 0.23 when the facemask was removed (Figure 4.2c). Under the rear boss
impact, the CSDM15 of the helmeted head with the facemask was 0.26 (Figure 4.2d). The
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CSDM15 reduced to 0.24 when the facemask was removed (Figure 4.2d). Under the rear
impact, the CSDM15 of the helmeted head with facemask was 0.16, while it increased to
0.22 when facemask was removed (Figure 4.2e). Under the direct facemask impact, the
CSDM15 of the helmeted head was 0.46, while it decreases to 0.17 when the facemask was
removed (Figure 4.2f). Facemask impact induced high strain because axial rotation was
induced with the moment arm of 119 mm compared to the moment arm of 69 mm for bare
head condition.

Figure 4.2 Brain distribution of the helmeted head with and without facemask.
Brain distribution of the helmeted head with and without facemask (a) under
frontal impact; (b) under frontal boss impact; (c) under lateral impact; (d) under
rear boss impact; and (e) under rear impact.

4.3.1.2

Brain pressure response of the helmeted head with and
without the facemask

Under the frontal impact, the peak pressure results of coup and contre-coup reached to 116
kPa and -69 kPa, respectively, with the facemask head model, while it reached to 104 kPa
and -69 kPa when the facemask was removed (Figure 4.3a). Under the frontal boss impact,
the peak pressure was 94 kPa and -40 kPa when head was equipped with the helmet and
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facemask combination, while the peak pressured decreased to 84 kPa and -40 kPa when
helmet was removed (Figure 4.3b). Under the lateral impact, the peak pressure was 86 kPa
and -90 kPa when the facemask was included (Figure 4.3c). The peak pressure changed to
83 kPa and -94 kPa when helmet was removed (Figure 4.3c). Under the rear boss impact,
peak pressure was 99 kPa and -70 kPa when the head was equipped with helmet, it
remained similar as 100 kPa and -70 kPa when helmet was removed (Figure 4.3d). Under
the rear impact, the peak pressure was 113 kPa and -70 kPa when helmet was included
(Figure 4.3e). The peak pressure reduced to 101 kPa and -61 kPa when helmet was removed
(Figure 4.3e). Under the facemask impact, peak pressure reached to 81 kPa and -128kPa
when head was equipped with helmet, while it decreased to 75 and -77 kPa when helmet
was removed (Figure 4.3f).

Figure 4.3 Peak pressure of the helmeted head with and without facemask.
(a)Pressure response of frontal impact; (b) Pressure response of frontal boss impact;
(c) Pressure response of lateral impact; (d) Pressure response of rear boss impact;
(e) Pressure response of rear impact; (f) Pressure response of facemask impact.
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4.3.1.3

Acceleration of head under impact

Head acceleration impulse was generated when head was impacted. Under lateral impact,
the acceleration curve peaked at 9.0 ms with peak linear acceleration of 129g (Figure 4.4
a). When facemask was removed, the linear acceleration peaked at 8 ms, with peak linear
acceleration of 132 g (Figure 4.4c). Under rear impact, the acceleration curve peaked at
7.5 ms with peak linear acceleration of 120g (Figure 4.4b). When facemask was
removed, the linear acceleration peaked at 8.5 ms, with peak linear acceleration of 125g
(Figure 4.4d).

Figure 4.4 Acceleration impulse of helmeted head with and without facemask under
lateral and rear impact. Resultant linear acceleration of helmeted head with
facemask under (a) lateral impact, (b) rear impact; Resultant linear acceleration of
helmeted head without facemask under (c) lateral impact, (d) rear impact.

4.3.2

Helmet dimension change before and after the impact

The length and width change of the helmet before and after the impact are listed in Table
4.1. Under the frontal impact, the length of the helmet with the facemask increased by 0.3
mm and the width reduced by 1.3 mm after the impact. When the facemask was removed,
the length was decreased by 11.4 mm, while the width increased 5.7 mm. The aspect ratio
was 1.7 under frontal impact. Under the frontal boss impact, when the helmet was with the
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facemask, the length decreased 1.2 mm, while the width increased by 2.1 mm after the
impact. When the facemask was removed, the length decreased 0.3 mm after the impact
and width decreased by 1.0 mm after the impact. The aspect ratio was 0.3. Under the lateral
impact, the length of the helmet with the facemask increased 0.3 mm and the width reduced
by 4 mm after the impact. When the facemask was removed, the length was increased 8.9
mm, the width reduced 11.8 mm after impact. The aspect ratio was 1.1. Under the rear boss
impact, the length of the helmet with the facemask increased 2.1 while the width reduced
0.2 mm after the impact. When the facemask was removed, the length was increased 5.6
mm and the width reduced by 3.7 mm. The aspect ratio was 1.0. Under the rear impact, the
length of the helmet with the facemask reduced 8.3 mm after the impact, while the width
increased 2 mm. When the facemask was removed, the length was reduced 3.3 mm, while
the width increased 1 mm. The aspect ratio was 5. Under the impact to the facemask, when
the helmet was with facemask, the length increased 4.5 mm after the impact and the width
reduced by 2.6 mm after the impact. When facemask was removed, the length increased
4.9 mm while the width reduced 2.5 mm after the impact.
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Table 4.1 Helmet dimension change before and after the impact.

4.4 Discussion
4.4.1

Brain response difference induced by facemask

What this study helped determine was that the influence of the facemask on brain response
was dependent on the impact locations. The removal of the facemask induced higher strain
distribution under frontal impact, frontal boss impact, lateral impact, and rear impact
(Figure 4.2a, 4.2b, 4.2c, and 4.2e). The removal of the facemask decreased brain strain
distribution under rear boss impact and facemask impact (Figure 4.2d and 4.2f). Although
our CSDM20 (Appendix E) of helmeted head with facemask was higher than that of
helmeted head without facemask under frontal impact, the removal of the facemask
induced higher strain distribution under frontal impact in general because CSDM15
counted the proportion of brain volume which exceeded wider strain level (15%, rather
than 20%) to the whole brain volume. Rowson et al. demonstrated that with the impact
velocity of 6m/s, facemask decreased peak rotational acceleration under frontal and lateral
impact, while it increased the peak rotational acceleration under rear boss impact [65]. Our
result indicated that facemask reduced brain strain distribution under frontal and lateral
impact, but it increased the strain distribution under rear boss impact. Breedlove et al.
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reported that the facemask increased the peak acceleration under frontal, lateral and rear
impact [63]. Since rotational acceleration, rather than linear acceleration, was regarded as
the primary cause when inducing brain strain, the facemask may reduce the possibility of
a brain injury under frontal and lateral impact. Our result also indicated that brain strain
distribution was increased by the inclusion of the facemask when impact was imposed
directly to the facemask (Figure 4.2f) because more axial loading was added to the head.
On the other hand, since the primary function of the facemask is to protect from facial and
scalp injuries [131], the optimization, rather than the removal of the facemask is needed
to decrease brain injury [132].
Moreover, we demonstrated that facemask increased the peak intracranial pressure under
frontal impact, frontal boss impact, and rear impact and facemask impact (Figure 4.3a,
4.3b, 4.3e and 4.3f). The linear acceleration was reported to be closely correlated to brain
pressure [25, 86]. Rowson et al. reported facemask decreased the peak liner acceleration
under frontal and lateral impact, while peak linear acceleration was increased under rear
boss impact [65]. Our result indicated that facemask reduced both peak coup and
contrecoup pressure under frontal impact, but only increased peak coup pressure under
lateral impact (Figure 4.3a and 4.3c). Breedlove et al. demonstrated that facemask
increased peak acceleration under frontal, frontal boss, lateral and rear impact with the drop
velocity of 5.47m/s, while it was not increased by rear boss impact [63]. Our results
indicated that the facemask equipped helmet increased peak acceleration under frontal
impact, frontal boss impact, and rear impact. Meanwhile the helmeted head, with and
without facemask, had the similar peak pressure results under rear boss impacts.

4.4.2

Acceleration impulse of head under impacts

The removal of facemask produced more fluctuations of impulse. Under lateral impact, the
helmeted head with facemask generated smooth impulse, while different fluctuations
existed around the peak accelerations of the impulse from helmeted head without facemask.
Under rear impact, compared with helmeted head without facemask, acceleration impulse
reached to the peak smoothly.
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4.4.3

Relationship between helmet dimension change and brain
response

Generally, the helmet length/width aspect ratio was different as impact location changes.
The highest aspect ratio was induced by rear impact, followed by frontal impact, while
frontal boss impact produced the lowest aspect ratio. Under rear impact, facemask
decreased helmet dimension largely, which induced high length/width aspect ratio. Under
frontal boss impact, the dimension of the helmet with and without facemask didn’t change
much, which induced low length/width aspect ratio. When comparing a helmet with a
facemask to one without, an observation that the dimension change of helmet with a
facemask was reduced under frontal impact, lateral impact, rear boss impact and facemask
impact (Table 4.1). As the stiffness of the helmet is increased by the facemask [64], the
dimension change of the helmet with facemask is expected to be smaller.
Under frontal impact and lateral impact, the removal of the facemask increased brain strain
distribution because more impact energy was transferred to the head due to the lower
stiffness. Under the frontal boss impact, the dimension of the helmet with and without the
facemask did not have significant changes (less than 3%), which induced similar brain
strain distribution change (less than 3%). Although the dimension change of the helmet
with facemask was larger, the brain distribution was decreased by including the facemask
because the facemask attempts to retain the helmet shape, which constrains the impactors.
Under the impact to the facemask (to the lateral zygoma), although dimension changes of
helmet with and without facemask were similar, the facemask increased brain strain
distribution. This is expected as the facemask acted as a longer moment arm, increasing
axial rotation.

4.4.4

Limitation

This study has some limitations that need to be taken into consideration, especially when
considering the FE model. One limitation is that the neck muscles in these simulations were
treated as passive muscles meaning that they were reacting to the impact. In some realworld impact scenarios, the muscles of the neck would be acting in an active matter
meaning that they would be expecting and engaged before the impact. A second limitation
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is that while the head model and the helmet model have each been validated individually,
there is currently no validation for their combined use.

4.5 Conclusion
Our study found that the influence of the facemask was dependent on the impact location.
The removal of the facemask induced more helmet dimension change after the impact in
general, which influenced brain strain distribution results. The facemask adds an increased
rigidity to the helmet, this increased rigidity shows effects on the helmet length to width
aspect ratio. The inclusion of the facemask also showed to increase the intracranial
pressures in the brain in the form of coup and contre-coup pressures. These results seem to
indicate that future helmet testing must be undertaken with the presence of a facemask, and
that there needs to be more focused research on the effects of a facemask in brain response
rather than just as a method in reducing facial injuries. The acceleration impulse was
different as the inclusion of facemask under lateral and rear impact. Equipment
manufacturers are advised to look into how to optimize facemask to reduce brain injury,
besides protecting facial structures.
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Chapter 5

5

Conclusion and future work

5.1 Conclusion
5.1.1

Brain injury prediction

Head linear and rotational accelerations do not directly correlate to brain injury. These
accelerations induce brain mechanical responses that are directly linked to injury. To
explore appropriate kinematic predictor to predict the brain injury, the study systemically
investigated the correlation between head kinematics to brain strain response. Generally,
compared to the peak acceleration that is commonly used to evaluate brain injury risk, peak
rotational velocity correlated better to brain strain distribution under the short impact
duration relevant to sports concussions.
Impact directions influenced brain strain. Axial rotation produced highest strain to the
whole brain while lateral bending produced lowest strain. Meanwhile, the same lateral
bending produced highest strain to the corpus callosum and the thalamus. Flexion and
extension induced similar, middle-level strains to the whole brain while they produced
highest strains to the basal ganglia. These various effects of impact direction on the wholebrain and deep-brain structures are critical to concussion prediction and prevention as deep
brain structures have been reported to be concussion relevant.
Rotation was demonstrated as the main reason to induce brain strain. The effect of linear
motion on brain strain could be neglected.
Deceleration can’t be ignored when head kinematic curves were collected. When
deceleration duration was less than 10 ms, brain strain distribution result was reduced by
17%. Brain strain distribution result was increased up to 30% when deceleration duration
reached to 30 ms.
The impact loading curve shape was also demonstrated to affect brain strain distribution
result. Based on the same peak rotational acceleration, rectangular loading curve
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produced the highest brain strain distribution result, while the triangular loading curve
induced the lowest brain strain distribution result.

5.1.2

Brain protection

The football helmet could protect the brain by largely reducing brain strain distribution and
brain pressure because part of impact energy acting on the helmet was absorbed. The
contribution of helmet part to energy absorption was different. Helmet shell absorbed
around half of the energy, followed by the foams which were close to the impact locations.
Hence, optimization of both the hard shell and foam pad to was found to be critical to
reduce brain strains.
The football facemask did affect the brain response. The removal of the facemask induced
more helmet dimension change than the helmet with the facemask did. The facemask added
rigidity to the helmet. This increased rigidity showed effects on the helmet’s length to width
aspect ratio. The facemask also increased the intracranial pressures in the brain in the form
of coup and contrecoup pressures.

5.2 Limitation
The neck model used in this study was based on the passive neck material without muscle
activation. The neck could be activated when the head is impacted, which may induce
different brain response. It is acknowledged that the contribution of neck response was not
considered.
There lacks a direct validation test when head & neck model and helmet model were
combined in real human based on brain pressure, brain strain and brain displacement.
However, the head & neck model was validated against the brain and neck response based
on the cadaver tests. The helmet was also validated based on the physical dummy tests.
Since the same loading and boundary conditions such as helmet to the scalp frictions were
applied between helmet-on-human and helmet-on-dummy situations, it is justified that data
presented in this study could be accepted while the limitation of lack of direct validation
needs to be acknowledged.
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5.3 Future study
The findings from this stud provide enormous opportunities for future research in terms
better predicting and preventing TBI.

5.3.1

The Traumatic brain injury mechanisms

As both animal and human brain involving neuron cells, axons and blood vessels have the
similar material properties, the injury rationale being investigated based on animal can be
transferred to human brain injury studied. To further investigate the mechanism of TBI, the
controlled and measurable animal experiment will be used. Hence, laboratory animal
studies that can reasonably mimic real-world head impact biomechanics are strongly
recommended.

5.3.2

Brain injury predicators

Based on the football-related impacts, head peak rotational velocity was correlated closely
to brain strain distribution. However, whether head peak rotational velocity will still
correlate to brain strain distribution closely during other sports-related impacts with long
impact duration (more than 50 ms) was not investigated in this study. The correlation
between head peak rotational velocity and brain strain distribution under longer-duration
impact such as boxing will be investigated in the future.

5.3.3

Brain response validation

The head & neck model with helmet will be validated against the human brain response
under impact velocity (with different directions) which is safe to human brain.

5.3.4

Helmet design optimization

The optimization of helmet design is the critical to improve the brain protection efficiency.
In the future, helmet structure design will be improved in three aspects: (1) improve the
shell structure by exploring the effect of shell (with different material properties) on brain
response; (2) improve foam design by investigating the effect of foam on brain response;
(3) optimize combination of shell and foam with proper material property that can protect
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the brain effectively; (4) evaluate the performance of helmets with different structure
design.

5.3.4.1

The effect of shell

Helmet shell is critical because it absorbed around 50% of the energy. Hence,
investigation of the effect of shell alone is the priority to optimize the helmet design.
Initially, the preliminary study indicated that as young’s modulus changed, brain strain
distribution varied nonlinearly (Figure 5.1). However, the mechanism about how shell
material property influences the brain response is unknown. The in-depth study will be
executed to evaluate how helmet shell material property affects brain response.

Figure 5.1 The effect of shell.

5.3.4.2

The effect of foam

The foams close to impact locations contributed to the impact energy absorption, which
reduced brain strain distribution result. Both the shape and material property of foam can
affect the performance. However, effect of foam shape and material property is unclear.
Based on the design of experiment, the effect of foam shape and material properties on
the brain response will be evaluated.
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5.3.4.3

Optimization of shell and foam combination

Based on shell and foam study, the effect of helmet shell and foam on brain response will
be identified. However, there lacks a study about how will both shell and foams
cooperate to affect the brain response. An experiment with different combinations of
shell (with different material properties) and foams (with different shapes and material
properties) will be designed to evaluate how helmet shell and foam cooperate to affect
brain response. Moreover, best combination of shell and foams that induced less brain
response will be optimized.

5.3.5

The performance of other helmets

As helmet performance varies as helmet structure design changed, evaluating the
effectiveness of different helmets is needed. Except Riddell Speed Classic helmet, there
are other commonly used helmets including Schutt Air XP Pro helmet, Xenith X2E
helmet and Vicis Zero1 football helmets. These helmets have different structural designs
of outer shell, foams and facemask. The performance of Schutt Air XP Pro helmet,
Xenith X2E helmet and Vicis Zero1 will be evaluated based on brain responses.

5.4 Significance and novelty
The direct and conventional way to evaluate brain injury risk is to predict injury based on
head kinematics. However, there lacks a study to systematically investigate the
correlation between head kinematics and brain strain response that directly links to
neuronal damage, which was addressed in this study.
Peak rotational velocity was found to be a good predictor for brain injury, as it correlated
to brain strain distribution closely. The traditionally used peak rotational acceleration
didn’t always correlate to brain strain, with its accuracy being affected by impact duration
time. Hence, it is recommended to highlight peak rotational velocity for future brain injury
criteria.
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Impact directions affected the whole brain and deep-brain components differently.
Moreover, impact kinematic factors, including loading curve shapes and deceleration, were
demonstrated to affect brain strain response. In the long term, developing and adopting FEbased brain injury criteria that can take account of the aforementioned effects is
recommended. Meanwhile, direction-specific concussion injuries need to be correlated to
direction-specific brain biomechanics.
Wearing helmet was regarded as an effective way to reduce the risk of brain injury.
Currently, helmets are evaluated based on the dummy head kinematic response, rather than
the brain response. The performance of helmet to protect brain was dependent on helmet
design. Understand the helmet protection mechanism is critical to optimize the helmet
design to better protect brain effectively. However, there lacks a study to systematically
investigate the helmet protection mechanism.
Helmet reduced the brain injury risk by decreasing brain strain distribution and intracranial
pressure. Interestingly, by evaluating the energy absorption ratio contributed by each
helmet parts, around half of the energy was absorbed by the helmet shell, followed by the
foams close to impact locations. While the traditional approach has been focused on
optimizing foam pads to absorb impact energy, the role of helmet shell has been
underestimated, and needs to be further investigated in the future.
Facemask increased intracranial pressure, but the facemask’s effect on strain varied as
impact location changed. In general, facemask increased helmet rigidity and hence caused
high correlation between helmet length to width aspect ratio and brain strain change.
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Appendices
Appendix A

Material property of finite element model
Table A.1 Material property of finite model [36]

Appendix B

Results of the CSDM10, CSDM15, CSDM20, CSDM25, and
CSDM30 for various peak accelerations and rotational
directions.
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Figure B.1 Results of the CSDM10 for peak acceleration 5 krad/s2.

Figure B.2 Results of the CSDM10 for peak acceleration 2.5 krad/s2.
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Figure B.3 Results of the CSDM15 for peak acceleration 5 krad/s2.

Figure B.4 Results of the CSDM15 for peak acceleration 2.5 krad/s2.
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Figure B.5 Results of the CSDM20 for peak acceleration 2.5 krad/s2.

Figure B.6 Results of the CSDM25 for peak acceleration 5 krad/s2.
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Figure B.7 Results of the CSDM25 for peak acceleration 2.5 krad/s2.

Figure B.8 Results of the CSDM30 for peak acceleration 5 krad/s2.
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Figure B.9 Results of the CSDM30 for peak acceleration 2.5 krad/s2.

Appendix C

The effects of deceleration.
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Figure C.1 The CSDM difference of deceleration under lateral bending, lateral
rotation. and extension.
Appendix D

CSDM as a function of peak velocity and rotational
acceleration under sine curve.
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Figure D.1 The CSDM as a function of peak rotational velocity.

Figure D.2 The CSDM as a function of rotational acceleration.
Appendix E

CSDM20 of bare head, head with and without facemask
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Figure E.1 CSDM20 of bare head, head with and without facemask
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